



A Consideration about a Support of Developmental Disorder Child's 
Emotions Share and Emotions Adjustment: From Practice Analysis of the 
Emotions Share Play Support for the Autistic Child with Disabilities to 
Emotional  Adjustment 
 






















































































































㸲㸬ᨭ᥼ᮇ㛫㸸2006ᖺ 11᭶ᮎ㹼2008ᖺ 3᭶ ⣙ 16ࣨ᭶㛫 







ࡢ≉ᚩࡣࠊ௨ୗࡢグ㘓࠿ࡽᢕᥱ࡛ࡁࡿࠋ ࡞࠾ࠊ㸦 㸧ෆࡢグ㏙ࡣ➹⪅ࡢ㏣グ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ 









































































































 ࡾࡲጞࡢࡇࡗࡈ࣒ࢲࣥ࢞ ᪥01 ᭶4 ճ㘓グ
ᛮ࡜࡞࠿࠸㎞ࡣືάࡿ࠶ࡢ͇࠸࡞ࡁ࡛ࡿࡁ࡛ ͆ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡧ㐟࡚ࡗ⾜࡟㝵㸰ࠊᚋࡢࡑ㸧␎㸦 
ࠖ㸟ࡅࡗࡳ࣒ࢲࣥ࢞ඣ Aࠕࠊ࡛ࡇࡑࠋྩ A ࡢ࠸➗኱ࠊࡽࡓࡋࢆࡧ㐟ࡾࡄࡍࡃ࡜ࡗࡻࡕࠊ࠸
࡚͐ࢀ㞃ࡓࡲࠊࡾࡄࡍࡃࡓࡲ࡚ࡅࡘࡳࢆྩA ࡓࢀ㞃࡟୰ࡢᅋᕸࠋࡓࡋࡲࡾࡄࡍࡃ࡚ࡗ࠸࡜
 ࠋࡓࡋࡲࡧ㐟࡚ࡋ㏉ࡾ⧞࡜





















































































 㸼ඣA ࡓࡗ⾜ࢆᩚㄪື᝟࡛ศ⮬ ᪥5 ᭶6 չ㘓グ㸺

















































































































ㄗࡗࡓಙᛕ⌮ゎࡢᚓព࡞ᙧᡂ㐣⛬̿ࠖࠗ ⮬㛢⑕ࢫ࣌ࢡࢺ࣒ࣛ◊✲࠘➨ 5ᕳ,1-8㡫 
ู࣭ᗓဴ(2007)ࠕ⮬㛢⑕࡟࠾ࡅࡿ௚⪅⌮ゎࡢᶵ⬟㐃㛵࡜ᙧᡂࣉࣟࢭࢫࡢ≉␗ᛶ(≉㞟㸸⮬㛢
⑕ඣࡢ♫఍ᛶ㞀ᐖ)ࠖࠗ 㞀ᐖ⪅ၥ㢟◊✲ ࠘,34(4)259㸫266㡫 
ู࣭ᗓဴ(2007)ࠕ➨ 5❶ 㧗ᶵ⬟⮬㛢⑕ඣࡢ⮬ᕫࡢⓎ㐩࡜ᩍ⫱࣭ᨭ᥼ࠖࠗ Ⓨ㐩㞀ᐖࡢ࠶ࡿᏊ
࡝ࡶࡢ஦ᨾࢆ⫱࡚ࡿ 㸪࠘ࢼ࢝ࢽࢩࣖฟ∧,68-81㡫 








㛢⑕ࢫ࣌ࢡࢺ࣒ࣛ◊✲ 㸪࠘➨ 5ᕳ㸪9-16㡫 











ࡢ᝟ືⓗ஺ὶ㐟ࡧ࡟ࡼࡿឡ╔ᙧᡂ̿ࠖࠗ ಖ⫱ኈ㣴ᡂ◊✲࠘➨ 27ྕ㸪19-28㡫 
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